APPOINTMENTS IN CONFIDENCE
MEMBERSHIP OF THE SEAC

To: Mr Meldrum
   Mr Haddon
   Mr K Taylor o/r
   Mr Robertson - AHWV
   Dr Matthews - AHWV
   Mr Lister - DH
   Mr Howard - AH(DC)B

I have informed Dr Tyrrell that we have now written to Dr Hueston to invite him to serve on the Committee and he was very pleased to hear this. He was also in favour of our idea of having a deputy Chairman who could take any emergency meetings eg if there were to be another CJD case in agriculture. I suggested that either Dr Will or Dr Kimberlin were likely candidates and he thought that this was about right. He felt that on balance he would prefer Dr Will who he thought took a more cautious line and was less dogmatic. I suspect that we would not disagree with that. However he did say that he would like some time to think about this and will come back to us with some firm views shortly.

TED EDDY